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Invasive, foreign weeds may be at the root of
costly desert fires

Sunday, June 26, 2005 - JOSHUA
TREE - Deserts were never
intended to burn. It's true that
certain ecosystems such as some
forests and grasslands thrive on
small, localized fires for
regeneration. But desert blazes like
the Paradise Fire in Morongo Valley
simply scorch nature.

Deserts don't harbor a single fire-
dependent animal or plant species.
There was not even a history of
desert fires until 30 years ago.

So, why did fire suddenly arrive in
the desert in the 1970s? Two simple
words: invasive weeds.

Fast colonizing foreign grasses and
mustards are the cause of charred
deserts. Spread by vehicles, people
and livestock, they threaten our
public lands and private property.

But it's not just the plants that get
burned taxpayers do, too. Metro
and rural firefighters are often the
first responders to a flaming scene,
and that costs millions every year.
When state agencies step in, costs

rise exponentially. Local
communities largely foot the bill.

Invasive weeds must be removed
where feasible and prevented from
establishing.

Healthy deserts are home to
diverse varieties of plants, all
spaced a few respectable feet apart
as they naturally partition extremely
limited resources. However,
invasive weeds crowd into these
openings and rapidly crowd out
natives for available resources.

If fire is ignited, dry grasses can
quickly carry fire across the windy
desert, leaving native plants dead.
Slow-growing cacti boil to death in
their own juices. More habitat is
now created for weeds a vicious
cycle steadily killing the native
desert web of life.

The culprits in this nasty battle are
numerous, but some invasive
species are more frequently to
blame than others. Buffelgrass,
originally brought to the desert as
livestock feed, and fountain grass,
originally sold as an ornamental, are
now widespread across
southwestern deserts.

Red brome, Sahara mustard plants
and salt cedar are also big problems.
They grow rapidly when the rains
come, dry out during the hot
summers and create a highly
flammable understory in the desert
scrub and riparian areas.

These plants get around. Many of
the seeds are wind-dispersed, so it
takes nothing more than a breezy
day to spread them. Roads are
"disturbance corridors' that spread
weeds: Seeds are picked up on
tires, truck beds or by wind created
by cars zooming by. It doesn't take
long for newly deposited seeds to
germinate and create dense new
infestations.

One method to combat the spread
of these weeds and keep flames out
of the desert is manual removal.
Though laborious and occasionally
daunting, manual removal of young
plants can work better than
chemical herbicides, because it
destroys entire root systems and
prevents seeds from developing on
the plants. Even more important is
to keep weeds from establishing by
limiting disturbance to desert habitat.
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Private lands are also at risk, and
landowners and neighborhood
associations can use the California
Invasive Plant Council's Web site
to identify weeds and learn about
removing them (groups.ucanr.org/
ceppc). One can also find links to
volunteer groups that are working
together to eradicate invasives from
public lands.

We're all going to have to lend a
hand to curb destructive desert
fires, and it starts with knowing that
they are destructive, costly and not
natural.
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